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Joint Statement 

Ukraine ATMs - Trilogue compromise fails to 
address farmers and manufacturers' concerns  
Despite legitimate concerns and protests, the decision makers negotiating in 
trilogue last night on the renewal of the Ukrainian ATMs have proceeded by 
ignoring the key concerns of our producers. By keeping a reference period that 
will expose EU productions to significant imports and by rejecting the inclusion 
of wheat, they have denied the main modifications proposed by the Parliament 
that would have offered sufficient protection to our producers and 
manufacturers. 

In the negotiations, the key amendments of the European Parliament vote in the Plenary 
have not been pushed forward, leading to a “weak compromise” on the most consensual 
elements. Our organisations understand the political sensitivity of this agreement, as well 
as the need to support Ukraine, but it is unfortunate that the small but important 
adjustments which would have delivered an effective solution for European producers 
were not considered. 

While the inclusion of oats, groats and honey and the shortening of the activation period 
can be welcomed, without the change of the reference period in question from 2022/23 to 
2021/22/23, the burden on the EU farming sector will persist and so will their discontent. The 
inclusion of maize is pure window-dressing, as given the lack of previous TRQs in the 
association agreement, even if the 2022/23 average would be reached, it would have no 
effect! Similarly, the arbitrary inclusion of oats and groats, which represents much smaller 
volumes than wheat, will not be effective.   

The situation is so critical in Brussels that the Council, convening in COREPER this morning 
to discuss the outcome of the trilogue, has opted to delay the vote on the compromise 
reached, until next week. On its side, the European Parliament INTA Committee 
coordinators, decided to proceed with a vote and approve the provisional agreement. Such 
a lack of listening to producers in this moment may result in less acceptance in future 
negotiations on Ukrainian integration into the EU.  
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Finally, it is important to note that this agreement and these renewed ATMs will most likely 
be the basis for further re-negotiation of the association agreement with Ukraine, setting 
the already too high baseline for gaining the acceptance of EU producers and 
manufacturers. In this context, our organisations cannot support the agreement reached 
in the trilogue and call on the Member States and the Council to seriously reflect on the 
signal they would be sending to European farmers and manufacturers, including a new 
compromise to be discussed in trilogue. 

 

On behalf of the following associations: 

AVEC – Association of Poultry Processors and Poultry Trade in the EU countries 

CEFS – European Association of Sugar Manufacturers 

CEPM – European Confederation of Maize Production 

CIBE – International Confederation of European Beet Growers 

COPA-COGECA - The united voice of farmers and their cooperatives in the European Union 

EUWEP - European Union of Wholesale with Eggs, Egg Products, Poultry and Game 

-END-  

Translations will be available in DE, ES, FR, IT, PL and RO on the Copa-Cogeca website soon.  

 

For further information, please contact 

Birthe Steenberg - Secretary General AVEC ׀ELPHA׀EPB +32 492 10 75 71 bs@avec-
poultry.eu 

Judith Schrenk - Communications & Social Affairs Manager CEFS +32 2 774 51 07 
judith.schrenk@cefs.org 

Arthur Boy - Policy Advisor for economic affairs CEPM arthur.boy@agpm.com   +33 6 79 05 
78 31 

Elisabeth Lacoste – Director CIBE +32 2 50 46 091 elisabeth.lacoste@cibe-europe.eu 

Ksenija Simovic - Senior Policy Advisor COPA-COGECA +32 473 66 30 71 
ksenija.simovic@copa-cogeca.eu 

Bruno Menne - Director of Commodities COPA-COGECA +32 478 18 99 09 
bruno.menne@copa-cogeca.eu 

Clara Hagen - Secretary General EUWEP +31 30 637 8844 Clara.Hagen@euwep.org  
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